Over the 15 pages and 75 footnotes of their April 1, 2016 statement regarding these cases, Chairman Petersen and Commissioners Goodman and Hunter tie themselves up in knots trying — and failing — to convincingly explain why they failed to enforce the law regarding some of the most crystal-clear violations this Commission has seen in recent memory.¹ They claim that the Commission had not provided “clear public guidance on the appropriate standard that we will apply in future matters,” citing fair notice and due process concerns as their reason for not pursuing any of these cases.² The irony here, of course, is that they are the ones who withheld that ostensible guidance from the public as they delayed the consideration of these matters repeatedly over the course of almost four years.

Our colleagues’ sudden belief in the importance of public guidance on this topic rings hollow when there were so many opportunities over the course of almost four years to provide that guidance. Having refused to consider the first three matters without any justification for


² Republican Statement at 2.
several years, they used the filing of the final case as pretext to further delay all of the matters. After stalling on the oldest of these cases for 1,357 days, they ultimately voted against opening an investigation or engaging in conciliation in every one of them. We twice tried to force a vote on the long-pending matters only to have all three Republican commissioners abstain on the motions. When they did finally agree to consider the matters earlier this year – and the Commission deadlocked on the votes along party lines – we even offered to forego all penalties in the hope of persuading them to at least acknowledge these clear violations of the law. But even that was a bridge too far for them.

Our colleagues' Statement of Reasons now introduces a post hoc subjective intent standard for determining whether an individual is the true source of a contribution made through an LLC: "[T]he proper focus in these matters is whether the funds used to make a contribution were intentionally funneled through a closely held corporation or corporate LLC for the purpose of evading the Act's reporting requirements, making the individual, not the corporation or corporate LLC, the true source of the funds." This fabricated standard, which places the focus on the contributor's intent to violate the Act, simply has no basis in law. And it would be virtually impossible to prove — it is plainly drafted to allow contributors to evade Commission enforcement simply by claiming publicly that they funneled contributions through a single member or closely held LLC for any reason other than evading disclosure.

But even putting aside the absurdity of this standard, we note that the very case that took our colleagues the longest to resolve was one in which the contributor acknowledged that he gave through a newly formed LLC solely to hide his identity and evade disclosure. Yet despite their claimed desire for "clear public guidance," our colleagues still have not been willing to plainly state whether they view this conduct as violating the law.

---


4 Republican Statement at 2 (emphases added).


7 This posture is reminiscent of an earlier case in which Republican commissioners applied an intent-based standard in such a contorted way that even when the facts supported their professedly stringent standard, they still refused to find reason to believe the law had been violated. See Statement of Reasons of Vice Chair Cynthia L. Bauerly and Commissioner Ellen L. Weintraub in the Matter of MUR 6002 (Freedom's Watch), dated Sept. 16, 2010.
Our colleagues assert that they cannot possibly hold these respondents accountable, but promise to do so “in certain circumstances” in the future. Unfortunately, actions speak louder than words, and based on their actions in these and other matters, we question whether those circumstances will ever arise.